
FROM SKI TO  
YEAR-ROUND RESORT
In the times when ski seasons are getting shorter, we all want to 
keep people in the mountain. The trends are clear – Millennial ski 
resort visitors expect to receive much more than sports, and for 
Baby-boomers and Gen X visitors, what used to be a ski vacation 
has now become a “family vacation”, so resorts must offer more 
services and entertain all family members – kids and non-skiers 
included. Walltopia is here to partner your efforts in nurturing 
their love for the mountain and the relationship with the resort 
for many years to come.

FROM SKI TO  
YEAR-ROUND RESORT



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 2

A NATURE-INSPIRED SPECTACULAR ROPES COURSE

With rope courses, it’s usually all about their 
functionality, but the Tree goes further. The 
magnificent 30 meters high structure fits perfectly 
in the mountain scenery. It will quickly captivate 
the attention of visitors and engage them into a 
whimsical adventure, becoming a beloved summer 
active entertainment for all ages.

THE TREE COURSE
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Point  
of view



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 2

A UNIQUE FREE-FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

The Rollglider is a new invention. It was created to 
deliver the experience of flying. The Rollglider is an 
attraction that will no doubt be enjoyed by thrill-
seekers and people who crave a memorable and 
one-of-a-kind experience.
 
A special modification for ski resorts is the integration 
with an existing ski lift.

EXTREME ROLLGLIDER
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OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 2

ENJOYING THE VIEW FROM A BIRD’S EYE

The Panoramic Rollglider is a slow aerial ride 
designed for sightseeing. It allows people to fully 
experience the beauty of the mountain scenery 
while flying through forests and above slopes. All 
family members can enjoy the flight.
The Rollglider is highly adaptable and could be self-
standing, suspended on trees or even integrated 
with an existing ski lift (used for trolley retraction). 

PANORAMIC ROLLGLIDER
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OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 1

ADRENALINE-BOOSTING CHALLENGE FOR THE BOLD

Ropes courses are a classic – they are well-known and 
loved by many. They challenge flexibility, balance, 
and strength while ensuring maximum safety. With 
a great variety of obstacles – from easy ones for 
beginners to hard ones for the most athletic visitors, 
the ropes course is perfect for all.

ROPES COURSE

Family 
friendly

Highly 
repeatable



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 2

TURN THE FOREST INTO A PLAYGROUND

The Woodland Adventure Zone is a combination of 
multiple attractions that complement one another. 
It resembles a kids’ playground which uses the 
mystical forest environment as an integral part of 
the experience. The attractions will charm kids of all 
ages and keep them entertained in a healthy and 
beneficial forest environment.

WOODLAND ADVENTURE ZONE

Ideal group 
activity

Highly 
repeatable



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 4

ONE ATTRACTION – MANY ADVENTURES

The Adventure hub combines multiple challenges 
into a single build. A key benefit is the theming of 
the entire structure, which allows children and adults 
alike to immerse themselves into the story behind 
it. This attraction will easily become the heart of the 
resort during summertime.

ADVENTURE HUB

Ideal group 
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Highly 
repeatable



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 3

CLIMBING IS ON THE RISE

Rock climbing has been a traditional mountain 
activity for ages. An artificial climbing wall, 
placed indoors or outdoors, allows everyone to 
experience this adventure in an accessible and safe 
environment, regardless of weather factors and 
the skill level of the visitor. Walltopia walls can be 
self-standing or attached to buildings and come in 
any height. They can also come in an eye-catching 
rock-realistic style and texture.

CLIMBING WALLS

Ideal group 
activity

Alternative for 
down days



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 2

THE NEW TREND IN CLIMBING

Climbing is growing rapidly and the sport is 
becoming more and more appealing to the 
general public. The interest for boulder walls is 
especially high, as they allow climbers with little-
to-no experience to enjoy the sport unharnessed 
immediately as they walk into the climbing gym. 
Boulders are also a practical addition to a resort 
because they can be installed both outdoors and 
indoors and they can fit in small and odd spaces.

BOULDERING WALLS

Ideal group 
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Alternative for 
down days



OPERATING SEASONSSTAFF 3

CLIMBING MADE FUN

Fun Walls develop kids’ social, cognitive and physical 
skills merging sports with interactive games to create 
an unforgettable experience. Fun Walls challenge 
participants year round and are a perfect fit for an 
indoor day-care center or an outdoor playground. 
We offer 60 models varying in style and difficulty 
suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

FUN WALLS 

Ideal group 
activity

Highly 
repeatable



WHY WORK WITH 
WALLTOPIA?
During our 22 years of experience in the climbing and active 
entertainment industries we have completed over 1800 projects in 
76 countries worldwide. Our production capabilities and our internal 
R&D department allow us to make products of the highest quality.   
A skilled team of engineers, designers, project managers and full-time 
technicians is ready to take on every new challenge.



LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR PROJECT!
Contact us at adventure@walltopia.com 
or visit www.adventure.walltopia.com

111 V, Tsarigradsko shose boulevard, Sofia 1784, Bulgaria
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